
Kuwait circles deal with news every now and then about Jaber Stadium, as each time crises hit
Kuwait sports, it becomes a must to speak about Jaber Stadium because it is considered a sym-
bol of struggle between sports arena powers and to wonder about the nature of the problem
that keeps the major sports facility from being officially opened.

Kuwait circles speak about the issue during private gatherings: Openly, by hinting; or directly, in
papers and social media that the main hindrance to officially opening the stadium is the defects
in the contractor’s job - be it in the stadium’s concrete structure and the fans’ bleachers that
have cracks that affect the safety and security of fans or the pitch which is not fit for playing and
is not approved by international sports authorities and others. Because of the defects, some
people are trying to blame it on contractor work.

Because it is in the interest of the project contractor who took on the construction work within
the limit of what he was asked to do as per agreements and contracts organized by the con-
tracting contract between contractor “Mohammad Abdelmohsen Al-Kharafi and Sons
Company” and the project’s owner and to put an end to the ongoing clamor by some people
each time a sports or a non-sports event comes up to blame the contractor for manipulations
and defects, Mohammad Abdelmohsen Al-Kharafi Company is keen to explain, for Kuwait’s
public opinion, sports’ fans and football lovers the following facts:

First: The contractor carried out the work of the project according to the designs and plans he
received, which was approved by the engineering consultants and the owner’s representatives.
The role of the contractor was limited to carry out the jobs described in the contract and they
are very clear and do not have any ambiguity in them.

Second: Mohammad Abdelmohsen Al-Kharafi Company, as the contractor, handed over the
stadium’s building to the Ministry of Public Works initially on 12/9/2007 and to the Public
Authority for Youth and Sports on 3/5/2009 and the final hand over on 14/2/2010, after the peri-
od of operation and maintenance was over, according to the agreed upon date, according to
reception certificates signed by the Ministry of Public Works and the Supervising Engineering
Office and Public Authority for Youth and Sports (PAYS), and on 7/7/2010, PAYS sent its approval
to the Ministry of Public Works on receiving the project stating it does not have any comments.

Third: Al-Kharafi Company has all documents that prove its compliance with the contract con-
ditions according to the drafts and designs, which were executed according to handwritten
requests by the owner, and that the contractor received all certificates related to carrying out
the construction in all its initial and final stages, receiving thank-you letters from all areas con-
cerned with the project.

Fourth: That, in addition to the ministry and authority receiving the building “Jaber Stadium” a
long time ago, some matches and celebrations were held in it.

Fifth: Based on the request of related sports bodies with the stadium:
A) A delegation from FIFA came and inspected the stadium, its building and playing ground,

and decided to approve the stadium, that it is fit to play there and lauded its standard. The
FIFA delegation gave Jaber Stadium a mark of 9/10 in addition to getting FIFA to play there
and laud its standard.  

B) A delegation from Asian Football Association decided to consider it a lone stadium to hold
matches of AFC Champions League in Kuwait.

C) The organizing Committee of Gulf Juniors (Khaliji 7) approved Jaber Stadium and eight
matches were held in it.

D) Asian Football Confederation (AFC) delegation which visited Jaber International Stadium in
October 2008 expressed its satisfaction with the stadium and was impressed with its facili-
ties that are up to FIFA requirements.

E) A certificate from IAAF dated 10/10/2008 stated that Jaber International Stadium has
Category 1 rating.

Sixth: The executing company received a letter from the Ministry of Public Works (the supervis-
ing body) that includes construction engineers and architectures as well as senior experts from
the engineering offices and from three specialized engineering offices that were responsible for
the engineering construction during the design stage, in an intensified manner, as it reviewed
all related aspects, and all confirmed that the current structural design is correct in addition to
the homogeneity of all documents and design documents.

Seventh: Not only that, but Kuwait judiciary, in more than one case and complaint presented
by the execution company, convicted in many cases parties that offended the company and its
officials.

Based on the above, it is not realistic or logical that FIFA and both AFC and Gulf Associations
gave certificates of approval for the stadium’s readiness to carry out tournaments on its
grounds, and it is not realistic for the construction engineers, architectures, senior experts from
the two supervising offices and three specialized engineering offices in addition to the Ministry
of Public Works and PAYS to confirm the safety of the stadium, unless the stadium was fit with
such safety.

On the other hand, in the presence of sports’ powers (represented by Kuwait Football
Association (KFA) and PAYS), struggle, implementation of sports laws and KFA’s legitimacy, we
confirm that authority and control is a struggle that we have nothing to do with. 
Despite the attempts of some people with ill intentions, which were confronted by our judiciary
with its rulings, we repeat our call for those in control to quickly open the stadium, because
there is no longer any excuse to restore the smile and happiness to Kuwait’s people and those
who love its sports, and restore life in Kuwait sports and start a new page of achievements, so
Kuwait flag will fly high in all local, regional and international arenas.

Mohammad Abdelmohsen Al-Kharafi Company, one of the prestigious companies that has
work in more than 25 countries around the world, an annual work volume reaching $5 billion
and 120,000 employees working for it, since its beginnings, plays a pioneering role by partici-
pating in the developmental work, with what is available for the company from staff and techni-
cal competence in the form of engineers, technicians, trained labor and mechanical equipment,
and is known as being distinguished and specialized in the fields of general contracting, civil
construction and infrastructure, taking into consideration commitment to handover times,
quality and safety standards that agree with international ones.

The entire issue has taken much deliberate momentum of dealing, with intention to deceive the
public for goals that became known to all, so we found it necessary to issue this clarification
statement to set things right, with documents, so to stop anyone who try to gain from obstruct-
ing the opening of this major sports facility.

This clarification statement is a historical document for those who claim that Mohammad
Abdelmohsen Al-Kharafi and Sons Company for General Trading, Contracting and Industrial
Facilities is keeping silent towards what is being said against it in regards to the stadium issue.

Clarification statement

Dates and numbersMatches in Jaber Stadium

On 2/5/2004, the Central Tender Committee decided
to award to the least price.
On 6/1/2004, the Audit Bureau approved the contracting.
On 19/6/2004, the contract was signed between the
Ministry of Public Works and the winning bidder.
Original value of contract: KD 55,250,000
Total value of changing orders: KD 4,206,966
Total value of the contract: KD 59,456,966
Date work began: 14/9/2004.
Date of initial hand over: 12/9/2007.
Date when PAYS received the project: 3/5/2009
Date when the final reception ended as well as the
end of operation and maintenance period: 14/2/2010
On 7/7/2010, PAYS sent its approval to the Ministry of
Public Works to receive the project and did not have
any comments on the project.

From 21-30/9/2010

Kuwait hosted the GCC Cup U17 Football

Tournament, Khaliji 7, for juniors. Number of match-

es during that period: 8.

On 6/11/2010, Jaber Stadium hosted the final

match of the AFC Champions League between Al-

Qadissiya and Al-Ittihad from Syria.

On 5/12/2010, Jaber Stadium celebrated Kuwait’s

win of Khaliji 20, which it won in Yemen, and a huge

crowd of Kuwaiti fans attended as 60,000 filled all

seats, where Kuwait Football Association gave its

famous statement: Do you want the Asian Cup?
Copy of the temporary handover of work
from the Ministry of Public Works on
12/9/2007.

Copy of a Certificate from IAAF granting
Jaber Stadium A Class 1 Athletic Facility
Certificate.

Copy of the consultant’s letter on the safety
of execution 2012, and emphasis on the
necessity of periodical maintenance.

Copy of KFA letter dated 24/10/2010 which
includes the stadium’s readiness to host
the final match of AFC Champions League.

Copy of a letter from Ministry of Public
Works about the correct design.

Copy of a letter approving the correct
construction design from three engineer-
ing offices.

Summary of FIFA letter, dated on
24/10/2010.
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